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SPECTATORS MARVEL AT THE SUPER HERO
PERFORMANCE OF 70S RACERS AT THE
CROFT RETRO & CLASSIC FESTIVAL

THE 70s ROAD
SPORTS SERIES
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& CLASSIC
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comment

I think, on a sunny day the Oulton Park Gold Cup is one of the best historic
motorsport events on the annual calendar, no contrived themes, no
corporate guests who have little interest in motor racing and a shopping
village that places a strong emphasis on hand made soap and artisan pies.
The deep grassy spectator banks which follow
the natural contours of the circuit are lined
with enthusiastic spectators, classic cars and
bulging picnic baskets, all that was missing
were grids bulging to capacity. In 70s there
were mumblings of discontent about the 30
minute race distance but as all the cars with
the exception of the two Invitation competitors
retired within the first six and a half minutes
the race distance couldn’t be considered a
factor that effected reliability.
I think the HSCC and 70s Committee should
be applauded for their initiative by varying
the format of events throughout the season
but maybe they should be bolder. I have
attended a couple of events with drivers who
race with other Clubs and they were surprised
so few 70s competitors appear to take up the
offer of a second race for £99.00, but they are
used to multiple races over a single weekend
and fewer events over the season.
Since the start of the season 42 competitors
registered for the 70s Championship have
entered at least one race this season, but only
13 competitors have taken part in more than
five the 10 races to be held so far, creating
quite varied grid numbers.

Currently the 70s Championship consists of
13 races over nine weekends (the BTCC
season with considerably more races is held
over 10 weekends). Would grids for the 70s
Championship be more consistent if there
were fewer race weekends and the season was
made up of 11 races from five double header
weekends plus the Silverstone Finals?
Looking to the future, there are potentially
some great opportunities for 70s especially as
we have such a high standard of presentation,
but we do need a consistent level of entries
over a season, if anyone has any thoughts or
ideas about how we can achieve this please
feel free to share them with Charles.
charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com

70s ANNUAL DINNER
SATURDAY 07 MARCH 2020
The date has been set for the next 70s Annual
Dinner. For those who haven’t been before
70s Dinners are relaxed occasions and after a
long winter provide a great opportunity to
catch up on news and gossip before the start
of the new season.
Booking details will follow, but please put the
date in your diary: Sat 07 March 2020
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ANGLESEY

According to jalopnik.com the Anglesey Circuit is
number seven in the ‘Ten Prettiest Racetracks in
the World. The competitors who decided to make
the trip to Anglesey for a weekend on the coast
overlooking the Snowdonia mountain range and
Irish Sea were probably also looking forward to
the challenge of this new circuit on the season’s
calendar, although its location on the map where
cartographers have written ‘Hic sunt dracones*’
may have discouraged a few competitors.
*Here be dragons
Images: Charlie Wooding & Paul Lawrence Design & words: James Nairn
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Adam Bagnall enjoys a
speedy drive along the
coast road in his E-Type.
Image:
©charliewooding.co.uk

For a number of racers the weekend turned
out to be more of a challenge than
anticipated. Jim Dean arrived on Friday
hoping to put in some practice laps but a
broken stub axle put paid to his Friday
evening plans of settling down next to the
barbecue with a keg of Adnams Ghost Ship as
team 70s got down to stripping the left rear
corner of the Elan in expectation of a
overnight delivery by DPD. Jez Clark was
another hoping for an overnight delivery, a
replacement alternator which would enable
him to drive more than three laps without a
misfire.

lap but missing out on pole by two thousands
of a second. I tried to Google ‘what can be
done in two thousands of a second’ the
answer is the time it takes for a fly to fart,
allegedly!
The Morgan +8 of Kevin Kivlochan was a
fraction under four tenths behind this pair but
ominously was 4.5mph quicker through the
start line speed trap than Jez. John ‘Wylyams’
was fourth in his Porsche 911, still within a
second of the pole time. Mark Leverett was
fifth, racing the Elan on his own this weekend
as Will had elected to spend a couple of
weeks savouring the coastal delights of the
Aegean in preference to the Irish Sea. Adam
Bagnall qualified sixth ahead of Mark
Bennett’s MGB V8 and maintained his season
long tradition of topping the speed trap times
in the E-Type. I believe another tradition Adam
has maintained since joining the championship
approximately 20 years ago has been to
doggedly drive his race car to and from each
and every race meeting.

Charles Barter returned from holiday and
without previously completing any laps of the
circuit posted four laps in the 1:46s, then
went home. He didn’t actually go home but
unfortunately the consequences of the fan
belt failure at Cadwell Park were more serious
than initially thought, the Datsun suffering a
cracked cylinder which put paid to his
motorsport activities for the weekend. Jez was
also quickly into 1:46s, the Elan now back on
song, firing on all cylinders, posting five laps
Brian Jarvis, having finally tired of time
with a variation of just fifteen hundredths of a wasters and tyre kickers, dragged his Porsche
second - all quicker than Charles’s second best 924 out of the classified ads for its first outing
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IF WILD WEST GUN FIGHTING
COMES BACK INTO FASHION...
YOU WOULD WANT THESE
TWO COWBOYS IN YOUR
POSSE...

of the year topping Class D, almost a second
ahead of Jon Wagstaff’s Alfa 2000GTV. The
next three were covered by less than half a
second, led by Peter Bowyer, the first of the
Invitation racers in his MGB Roadster, ahead
of Simon Baines showing promising pace in
the family Porsche 924 and the second
Invitation runner Anthony Ross in the Alfa
Spider.

and Sarah as a spectator for the remainder of
the weekend.
The DPD Delivery driver had found Jim’s
Europa in sufficient time on Saturday
morning for the skilled team of helpers and
handymen wielding hammers and spanners
to get Jim on the back of the grid in time for
the 13.30 start. As the lights went out John
‘Wylyams’ and Adam Bagnall made their
customary quick draw starts. If Wild West gun
fighting ever comes back into fashion as a
way of bringing the High Street back to life (?)
you would want these two cowboys in your
posse, but even they couldn’t match Kevin
who, by turn one, had swept into the lead,
opening up a gap of 2.2 seconds in the first
lap, 3.8 seconds by the end of the second lap
and then the Morgan was gone for the
afternoon, initially looking so dominant that it
appeared Kevin would have time to get the
beer in before the others got to the finish. Jez
was lapping in the mid 1:46s with the
precision of a metronome (only dropping a
few tenths when he started lapping) but could
do nothing about the pace of Kevin’s Morgan.

Tom ‘Owain’ was hustling his Datsun 240Z
along quite effectively, qualifying ahead of
Sarah Hutchison’s Lancia Beta, sadly another
car destined for an early bath with water
pump seal failure. ‘Dafydd’ Tomkinson
qualified his Triumph Spitfire between Simon
Holmesmith’s Alfa which was back to health
after the problems at Cadwell and Justin
Wilson who had shipped his Alfa across from
the Isle of Man for his first 70s race of the
season, all covered by just three tenths of a
second. The grid was completed by ‘Dai’ Erwin
in the fourth of the Bertone Alfa GTV’s and the
Triumph GT6 of Martin Dyson, the final driver
on the list of competitors taking part in their
first Championship race of the season. Sadly
for Martin the smoke signals from his Triumph
announced that he would be joining Charles
Even if John ‘Wylyams’ has never been an
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THE MORGAN WAS GONE FOR THE
AFTERNOON, INITIALLY LOOKING SO
DOMINANT THAT IT APPEARED KEVIN WOULD
HAVE TIME TO GET THE BEER IN BEFORE THE
OTHERS GOT TO THE FINISH.
Kevin ‘Keki’ Kivlochan in
his Morgan +8 was the
dominant winner of
Saturday’s race.
Image:
© Paul Lawrence
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Olympic Swingball Champion he’s certainly
mastered the peculiarities of classic Porsche
911 handling but he could do nothing to stop
the pair in front driving away. Mark Leverett
also entered into the spirit of the chase with
all his usual enthusiasm but a wild grass
cutting moment on lap two reinforced how
difficult climbing this particular mountain was
going to be. Jim Dean was driving his Lotus as
if his flameproofs were on fire slicing through
the back order to complete the first lap in
seventh, 2.5 seconds behind Mark Bennett,
moving into sixth on lap three and deposing
Adam Bagnall for fifth on lap five, before a
deflating front left tyre hindered any further
progress up the leader board.

Spider beating the MGB by a little over two
second. This had the effect of leaving John
Wagstaff vulnerable to attack from Brian
Jarvis, who pushed the Alfa determinedly only
allowing Jon some time to breathe in the final
two laps.

As competitors wound down from an
enjoyable day’s racing, with beer and wine
provided by the circuit club house (some
people would pay good money for that) there
was also time to reflect that one of the
objectives of the meeting was to raise
awareness of the Tom Pryce Memorial Appeal
for the Welsh star that shone so brightly but
all too briefly in 1970s Grand Prix racing.
Launched to coincide with what would have
With the leading positions settled, in contrast, been Tom’s 70th birthday and with items of
memorabilia on display it was poignant to see
the mid field were tripping over themselves
with excitement. Brian Jarvis got mugged on his daily driver was an 1970s MGB GT, how
the first lap by Jon Wagstaff, Peter Bowyer and times have changed for a Grand Prix driver.
Anthony Ross whilst ‘Dafydd’ Tomkinson
caught Simon Baines on the hop and Tom
‘Owain’ began his journey to the outer
reaches of the circuit, it was suggested if he
had gone any further he would have needed a
boat to get back in. The three Alfas of Simon
Holmesmith, Justin Wilson and ‘Dai’ Erwin
joined forces and put on a display of unity
occasionally swapping places but with just
two reds and a white struggled to form any
meaningful tricolore before finally settling on
Simon leading ‘Dai’ and Justin, whilst Tom
had wild adventures sometimes running in
the middle of the group, taking a turn
heading the group for two laps before finally
dropping back behind this trio at the flag.

After a busy day wielding
hammers and spanners
Alex & Ted’s Excellent
Adventure was rewarded
with a cool beer.
Image:
©charliewooding.co.uk

Whilst things got a bit lonely for Simon
Baines and ‘Dafydd’ Tomkinson the Invitation
pairing of Antony Ross and Peter Bowyer
enjoyed a battle of the roadsters with the
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LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

Lap 5

ANGLESEY TOM PRYCE MEMORIAL – RACE ONE: SATURDAY 13TH JULY 2019

01 24 Charles Barter
02 01 Jeremy Clark
03 98 Kevin Kivlochan
04 30 John Williams

5

05 20 Mark Leverett
06 02 Adam Bagnall
07 131 Mark Bennett
08 98 Brian Jarvis
09 68 Jon Wagstaff

10

10 101 Peter Bowyer
11 28 Simon Baines
12 96 Anthony Ross
13 44 Tom Owen
14 56 Sarah Hutchison

15

15 77 Simon Holmesmith
16 07 David Tomkinson
17 34 Justin Wilson
18 76 Dave Erwin
19 18 Martin Dyson

20

20 71 Jim Dean

Laps
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1

2

3

4

5

Lap

p6

Lap 7

Lap 8

Lap 9

Lap 10

Lap 11

Lap 12

01 Kevin Kivlochan

A

02 Jeremy Clark

C

03 John Williams

B

04

Mark Leverett

C

05

Jim Dean

C

06

Adam Bagnall

A

07

Mark Bennett

A

08

Anthony Ross

I

09

Peter Bowyer

I

10 John Wagstaff

D

11

Brian Jarvis

D

12

Simon Baines

D

13 David Tomkinson E

7

8

9

10

11

14

Simon Holmesmith D

15

Dave Erwin

D

16

Justin Wilson

D

17

Tom Owen

B

DNF Martin Dyson

I

DNS Charles Barter

B

DNS Sarah Hutchison

D

12
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#7–14.07.19

#4–16.06.19

CADWELL PARK – RACE TWO: SUNDAY

Jez had already declared that the one second gap to Kevin’s Morgan was too
great to bridge and he would simply concentrate of defending his position from
the hungry racers around him on the grid, a good plan before the start lights
went out at which point the adrenalin kicked in and he decided to brave it out
with Kevin, running side by side for half a lap before slotting into the lead.
Despite the day being declared Super Sunday,
the British GP clashing with the Wimbledon
Men’s Final and Cricket World Cup the
spectator was quickly up on his feet with
eager anticipation, before Jez’s ambitions
exceeded the grip available and his Elan ran
wide into the dust on the exit of turn one,
reminding him that his ‘Plan A’ of letting the
Morgan go was still a workable option.
Adam Bagnall made another great start and
was up to third by the end of the first lap
before being shuffled back to sixth by John
‘Wylyams,’ Mark Leverett and Jim Dean,
although Jim was already beginning to
struggle with the Elan and retired to the pits
on lap six. Anthony Ross managed to leapfrog
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the MGB GTV8 of Mark Bennett at the start
holding off the more powerful car for four laps
before dropping behind into a comfortable
gap ahead of Peter Bowyer’s MGB, who was
under pressure from both Jon Wagstaff and
Brian Jarvis until they both muscled past on
lap seven.
Tom ‘Owain’ started with a few sensible laps
before moving past ‘Dai’ Erwin and Justin
Wilson, these two swapping places a couple
of times before settling back to their start
positions. Simon Holmesmith was chasing
after ‘Dafydd’ Tomkinson who could do
nothing to stop the Porsche 924 of Simon
Baines becoming a small dot on the horizon
before being forced to capitulate under

The Elan of Jim Dean and
E-Type of Adam Bagnall
are separated by the
beautifully prepared but
occasionally wayward
Datsun of Tom ‘Owain’
Image:
©charliewooding.co.uk

ANGLESEY

The Datsun of Tom ‘Owain’
was embroiled in an
interesting race long
battle with the Alfa of
Justin Wilson.
Image: © Paul Lawrence
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Head for the beach, wax
the board, ride the waves,
feel the breeze, tousle the
hair, tan the pecs, back
next year.
Image:
©charliewooding.co.uk

pressure from the Alfa, although once past the
Alfa was allowed no time to relax with
‘Dafydd’ holding the gap to less than half a
second throughout the remainder of the race.
Although Jez had only been dropping a few
tenths to the Morgan each lap he was almost
three seconds behind with two thirds of the
race done when Kevin fell victim to the curse
of the commentator. Just as Marcus Pye was
remarking how mechanically bulletproof
Kevin’s race cars are a wheel fell off the
Morgan. One of the quirks of a Class
Championship is that in any race every Class
has a winner and the retirement of Kevin
moved Adam Bagnall to the head of Class A.
This would have left Jez taking the race win
but actually dropping points to his closest
Championship rival, but in yet another twist
Adam went on an adventure (I think the
technical term at this coastal circuit is ‘caught
a crab’) dropping behind both Mark Bennett
who took his first Class A victory of the year
and the Alfa Spider of Adam Ross which
finished an impressive fifth overall.
With his position on the Championship table
rising and falling throughout the race like two
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pigs on a see saw, Jez was looking physically
drained at the end despite having built a
cushion of virtually ten seconds to John
‘Wylyams.’ Mark Leverett was third having
enjoyed an almost relaxing weekend by his
standards. Again, Brian Jarvis kept Jon
Wagstaff under pressure for eight laps before
the Alfa was able to eke out a gap from the
Porsche. With an Alfa finishing ahead Brian’s
Porsche twice on the same weekend, this
probably represented another first for the 70s
Championship, once considered so unlikely
that a few years ago a wager of a bottle of
champagne was offered to any Alfa driver who
could beat the #92 Porsche in a straight race.
Overall the general view was that we did like
to be beside the seaside, the circuit made the
competitors feel welcome and the view
overlooking the coast made a refreshing
change and it was also great that the meeting
had a historical link with Tom Pryce.
If any competitors wish to make a donation to
the Tom Pryce Appeal to create an exceptional
piece of public art in the form of a statue visit:
www.gofundme.com/tom-pryce-appeal.
#whatsyourdream

THROUGHOUT
THE RACE JEZ’S
POSITION ON THE
CHAMPIONSHIP
TABLE WAS
RISING AND
FALLING LIKE
TWO PIGS ON
A SEE SAW
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LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

Lap 5

ANGLESEY TOM PRYCE MEMORIAL – RACE TWO: SUNDAY 14TH JULY 2019

01 98 Kevin Kivlochan
02 01 Jeremy Clark
03 30 John Williams
04 20 Mark Leverett

5

05 71 Jim Dean
06 02 Adam Bagnall
07 131 Mark Bennett
08 96 Anthony Ross
09 101 Peter Bowyer

10

10 68 Jon Wagstaff
11 98 Brian Jarvis
12 28 Simon Baines
13 07 David Tomkinson
14 77 Simon Holmesmith

15

15 76 Dave Erwin
16 34 Justin Wilson
17 44 Tom Owen
18 18 Martin Dyson

20

Laps
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1

2

3

4

5

Lap

p6

Lap 7

Lap 8

Lap 9

Lap 10

Lap 11

Lap 12

01 Jeremy Clark

C

02 John Williams

B

03

Mark Leverett

04 Mark Bennett

C
A

05

Anthony Ross

I

06

Adam Bagnall

A

07 John Wagstaff

D

08

Brian Jarvis

D

09

Peter Bowyer

I

10

Simon Baines

D

11

Simon Holmesmith D

12 David Tomkinson E

7

8

9

10

11

13

Tom Owen

B

14

Dave Erwin

D

15

Justin Wilson

D

DNF Kevin Kivlochan

A

DNF Jim Dean

C

DNS Martin Dyson

D
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CROFT RETRO
The great thing about the Croft Retro & Classic
Weekend is that it shares the spirit of a traditional
agricultural show. As strapping young men in
mini-skirts strutted their stuff and the hands of
the circuit clock approached midday the circuit
commentary was interrupted to make important
announcements: ‘The 14 cylinder, 1800hp
Bristol Hercules Aero engine would be run up to
speed every hour throughout the afternoon’,
visitors were advised to ‘secure any loose
clothing’, then finally and most importantly that
‘all the licensed bars are now open’ !!!
Images: Charlie Wooding Design & words: James Nairn
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Chris Baxter lead a multi
coloured confection of
cars, heading the Alfa of
Lawrence Alexander, TVR
of Johan Denekamp,
David Tomkinson’s Spitfire
and the Porsche 924s of
Mark Oldfield and Simon
Baines
Image:
©charliewooding.co.uk

#4–16.06.19
CADWELL PARK – RACE TWO: SUNDAY

By this time 70s were already 5 minutes into
their allotted 15 minutes of qualifying. David
Tomkinson had again positioned himself
towards the front of the Assembly Area queue
so for one lap had his 1:45.667 seconds of
fame in the top half of the timing screen.
A relaxed and refreshed Will Leverett didn’t
require much time to knock the holiday sand
out of his boots and was immediately
pushing for pole, chased enthusiastically by
‘Keki’ Kivlochan and Jez Clark. Mark Leverett
was fourth quickest, languishing almost two
seconds behind Will and over a second
behind third place qualifier Jez. John
Williams was first out of the qualifying blocks
announcing his arrival at Clervaux with
plumes of smoke from his front tyres.
John’s second lap was his quickest of the
session, he went on a tour of County Durham
on his third, then appeared to spend the rest
of the session regaining his equilibrium.
Howard Payne had an uneventful session
HSCC 70s Road Sports –September 2019

qualifying a respectable sixth in his
Cambridge Regional College Europa, just
three tenths behind John.
Local lad Tris Simpson was holding his own,
his Ferrari 308 just tenths ahead of his quick
Invitation classmate Rupert Ashdown. Late
entrants Adam Bagnall and the Marcos
3000GT of Nic Strong gravitated towards each
other in mid grid but both in the +110mph
club vying (with Will and Jez) for the speed
trap award before Adam aced it at 111.2mph
but not before he’d had a go at making 70s
style popcorn. Once up to temperature and
with the exhaust coated in hot oil, Adam went
harvesting into the cornfield at Tower on lap
two which gave the corn 10 minutes of
cooking time until the end of qualifying.
Robert Gate’s E-Type qualified eleventh just
half a second behind this pair, despite not
being as quick in a straight line.
Now over half way through the year and
Class D are tripping over each other to be top

of the class. Neil Brown appears to have lost
the advantage his Lotus Eclat held in previous
seasons, just out-qualifying the Lotus 7 of
Chris Baxter and the Alfetta of Class D rival
Lawrence Alexander by four tenths of a second.

of August still with four wheels on his Triumph
Spitfire. Justin Wilson’s Alfa was less than a
second and a half behind David’s Spitfire but
Pete Connell is unfortunately still struggling
with his Porsche 924.

Lawrence in turn was just two tenths ahead of
Mark Oldfield who appeared to have solved
the performance issues by placing two large
orange stripes down the middle of his Porsche
to qualify fifteen hundredths of a second ahead
of Jon Wagstaff’s Alfa GTV, who was in turn
separated from the Invitation TVR of Johan
Denekamp by twelve hundredths of a second.
This whole group from twelfth to seventeenth
were separated by less than a second.

Adrian Smith only managed one timed lap
before the exhaust pipe became detached his
Fiat X19, although it wasn’t all bad as Adrian’s
car was painted a striking shade of vibrant
lime essence.

Not that Simon Baines and David Tomkinson
were driving in the slow lane, just half a
second away from the group in front. Simon
appears to have found more pace in his 924,
maybe the orange hot wheels are now living
up to expectations and David Tomkinson is
more than happy to have reached the middle

An eclectic grid of cars, capacities, configurations
and colours were scheduled to race in the
final 20 minutes of the day before the 6.00pm
curfew and with no room for error or time to
mess about they were clearly going to make
use of every second available between the
lights going out and reaching the chicane. The
order was immediately jumbled: Keki put the
Morgan in the lead with Mark Leverett up to
second from fourth, Jez Clark third and Will
Leverett applying armfuls of opposite lock.
Rupert Ashdown moved ahead of Howard
HSCC 70s Road Sports – September 2019

IT WAS A FABULOUS RACE:
ALISTAIR IN THE COMMENTARY BOX

FULL ON FROM LAP ONE,
REALLY CHUFFED TO WIN: JEZ

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT, LOVED THE RACE,
REALLY GOOD FUN: WILL

battling Lotus and Alfa of Neil Brown and Jon
Wagstaff for another lap. By lap five the
leading pace is so hot that Jez, Will and Keki
have already lapped Pete Connell and Adrian
Smith had already made the decision to park
the Fiat and prepare for another day. On lap
five Mark Leverett won the lottery jackpot when
By the time the leading group reached the
the steering failed on his Elan, spearing onto
Jim Clark Esses on lap two the three Lotus’s
the infield from the exit of the chicane – it’s
were simultaneously trying to take the lead
difficult to think of any other corner on a UK
from ‘Keki’, with Mark getting unceremoniously circuit which would have allowed Mark to ride
dumped down to fourth, whilst Howard
that Unicorn to the very end of the rainbow.
regained his place from Rupert’s Elan. Class D
Adam passed Nic on lap five but their lap
with interlopers Chris Baxter and Johan
times are so equal that Nic repeated the
Denekamp were fulfilling their promise of
process four laps later, although the great
qualifying, battling for all they were worth
thing about their battle is that it’s not for Class
along with David Tomkinson not wishing to
miss out on the fun, despite giving away half honours but simply the fun of racing, whilst
Howard and John Williams were posting
the engine capacity of the TVR Tuscan, as
Robert Gate and Tris Simpson were still trying virtually identical lap times, again not
because it will improve their Championship
to untangle themselves from this melee.
position but simply because it’s what racing is
On lap three Jez and Will pushed past the
all about.
Morgan like children trying to be first in the
queue for the ice cream van, Robert Gate was On lap eight Will tagged the back of Jez’s Elan
first to break free from Class D and set off after lightly on the exit of the Chicane and was
the similar E-Type of Adam whilst the Ferrari of then forced to take a tighter line into Tower
which gave the Morgan sufficient momentum
Tris Simpson remained stuck between the
Payne’s Europa and on to the tail of John’s
Porsche. Tristan Simpson and Robert Gate got
rather bundled down the order and found
themselves in the middle of the Class D battle
where Jon Wagstaff was looking for a fight
and had moved onto the tail of Neil Brown.
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to squeeze alongside the Europa through the
Jim Clark Esses in a demonstration of skill
and awareness from both drivers. A lap later at
the same place the leading trio caught Pete
Connell, and with the Porsche lapping almost
27 seconds a lap slower than the leaders, a
moments indecision by Peter saw Jez make a
reflex move to the right of the Porsche,
leaving ‘Keki’ and Will half on the grass and
digging deep into their reserves of skill and
luck as ‘Keki’ squeezed past on the left and
Will still dealing with the consequences of the
slide went to the right of the Porsche.
Keki had one last stab at wrestling the lead
from Jez at Tower before falling away as he
was put under pressure again by Will, pushing
the Morgan until a lock up on the last lap
allowed Keki to pull out an unrepresentative
gap to the finish line. Howard Payne kept
John Williams on his toes with Rupert
Ashdown not allowing these two any room to
breathe. Adam Bagnall was a little over a
second behind Nic Strong whilst Jon Wagstaff
was a similar distance behind Neil Brown and
the diminutive Triumph Spitfire of David
Tomkinson was only 1.5 seconds behind
Johan Denekamp’s rip roaring TVR Tuscan.
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LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

Lap 5

Lap

CROFT RETRO & CLASSIC – RACE ONE: SATURDAY 03RD AUGUST 2019

01 19 Will Leverett
02 98 Kevin Kivlochan
03 01 Jeremy Clark
04 20 Mark Leverett

5

05 30 John Williams
06 11 Howard Payne
07 146 Tris Simpson
08 45 Rupert Ashdown
09 02 Adam Bagnall

10

10 37 Nic Strong
11 35 Robert Gate
12 12 Neil Brown
13 14 Chris Baxter
14 61 Lawrence Alexander

15

15 57 Mark Oldfield
16 68 Jon Wagstaff
17 06 Johan Denekamp
18 28 Simon Baines
19 07 David Tomkinson

20

20 34 Justin Wilson
21 03 Pete Connell
22 121 Adrian Smith
Laps
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25

1

2

3

4

5

6

p6

6

Lap 7

Lap 8

Lap 9

Lap 10

Lap 11

Lap 12

01 Jeremy Clark

C

02 Kevin Kivlochan

A

Will Leverett

C

04 John Williams

B

03

05

Howard Payne

C

06

Rupert Ashdown

I

07

Nic Strong

B

08

Adam Bagnall

A

09

Robert Gate

A

10

Tris Simpson

I

11 Neil Brown

D

12

Jon Wagstaff

D

13

Lawrence Alexander D

14

Chris Baxter

C

15

Johan Denekamp

I

16 David Tomkinson E

7

8

9

10

11

17

Mark Oldfield

D

18

Simon Baines

D

19

Pete Connell

D

DNF Mark Leverett

C

DNF Adrian Smith

I

DNS Justin Wilson

D
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CROFT RETRO
Competitors wound down on Saturday evening, but by 9.00am Sunday
morning the 70s workshop had opened its doors for business. These may be
‘road’ cars but many are approaching fifty years old and being driven much
harder than even their manufacturers probably imagined. As the hands on the
clock approached 4.00pm twenty cars were again presented for combat.
Kevin used the superior power of the Morgan
to out-drag the Lotus’s into Clervaux, before
Will passed Jez around the outside into Tower
Bend, taking full advantage of track limits on
the exit of the Jim Clark Esses. On the second
lap, carrying more momentum than Keki
through the Esses, Will squeezed inside the
Morgan at Sunny In and with nothing but a
god given talent for driving a Lotus quickly
resolutely created five seconds of breathing
space leaving Jez and Keki to squabble over
the remaining steps of the podium.
Unphased by the inconvenient loss of
steering the previous day, Mark Leverett
clearly decided that he had no time to mess
around from the back row of the grid and if
the Lotus didn’t turn when he arrived at the
first corner it would only be a short walk to
collect a dust pan and brush from the
paddock to clear up the mess, fortunately

some fine wheel twiddling by Mark saw the
Elan in eleventh by the Chicane and an
impressive eighth by the end of the first lap.
From eighth on the grid Adam Bagnall was up
to fourth by the Chicane but by lap two had
already begun his traditional but inexorable
slide back, as John Williams, Howard Payne
and Mark Leverett all found a way past the Jag
leaving race one adversary Nic Strong to pick
up the race where they left off on Saturday. A
little further back the E-Type of Robert Gate
and Ferrari of Tris Simpson avoided getting
tangled up with the fractious mob from Class
D to keep each other company, later to be
joined by the Lotus 7 of Chris Baxter.
Things started well for Neil Brown, heading
Class D before being pushed back, first by
Chris Baxter, then Jon Wagstaff and Johan
Denekamp with Lawrence Alexander and
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David Tomkinson lining up to have a pop at
the Lotus Eclat. The Porsche 924 of Mark
Oldfield fell away from the group and after
two laps was six seconds ahead of Simon
Baines’ similar car, so was tuning in the radio
in expectation a quiet afternoon. Pete Connell
was again caught by the leaders on lap five
due to their scorching pace, whilst the little
Fiat X19 had already retired after losing the
contents of its radiator along the back straight
to Tower Bend.
Jez really, really wanted second place back
and looked every which way to get around
the Morgan, able to get his Elan alongside
but never in front, before repeating the
process the following lap. By lap 3 Mark
Leverett had put his Elan between Howard
Payne and John Williams or, as he was about
to discover, a rock and a hard place. Things
simmered nicely until lap six then Howard
had a go at leading the group and John
pushed Mark to the back, after another three
laps John had another turn at the front and
Howard fell to the back after a spin in the
complex and lost 10 seconds. John Williams,
still locking brakes into Clervaux, regained
fourth from Mark on the penultimate lap
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before spinning on the last lap, gifting fourth
to Mark and allowing Howard to regain fifth.
Whilst all this was going on Nic Strong finally
got the Marcos past Adam’s Jag two laps from
the finish. Class D shenanigans continued
after Johan moved the TVR to the front of the
group, the others may have technically been
able to lap faster than the Tuscan but it was
arrow fast in a straight line and they were
already quite busy keeping an eye on each
other. Even the leaders failed to separate
them as they moved through the group like a
shiver of sharks, finishing under the proverbial
pocket handkerchief behind Johan in the
order of Jon Wagstaff, Neil Brown, Lawrence
Alexander and David Tomkinson proverbially
driving the wheels off the Spitfire but without
any of them actually falling off.
Mark Oldfield’s slumbers were rudely
awakened when he realised he was being
reeled in by the similar car of Simon Baines,
the radio was turned down and the crutch
straps tightened in preparation for eight nip
and tuck laps before Simon went for the big
last lap finish, quicker out of Tower alongside
through the Jim Clark Esses (for clarification

JEZ SPENT AN EXHAUSTING
TWENTY MINUTES TRYING
EVERY WHICH WAY TO FIND A
ROUTE PAST THE MORGAN.

and the uninitiated this isn’t a slow part of the
circuit) just as ambition exceeded grip and
the white Porsche looped into a lurid spin,
fortunately without hitting anything, leaving
an impressive rubber signature along the
length of the track before recovering to follow
Mark home at a chastened distance.

great show but what they saw was the very
shiny tip of the iceberg, throughout the
weekend and behind the scenes a lot of hard
work went into keeping everyone racing, a
really great example of 70s camaraderie in
full swing and working overtime.

And so the circus packed their caravans and
The podium contained a very happy Will on
Adam squeezed his tent into the back of the
the top step, a quite smiley Keki on the second E-Type placing a bag of patented Bagnall
step and a very hot Jez who had spent an
popcorn onto the passenger seat whilst
exhausting twenty minutes trying every move hoping he had just enough material left on
in the manual to find a route past the Morgan. his brake pads that would allow him to
From the spectators’ perspective 70s put on a actually stop when he got home.
Kevin and Will enjoyed
competing in a pair of
great races.
Image:
©charliewooding.co.uk
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LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

Lap 5

Lap 6

CROFT RETRO & CLASSIC – RACE TWO: SUNDAY 04TH AUGUST 2019

01 01 Jeremy Clark
02 98 Kevin Kivlochan
03 19 Will Leverett
04 30 John Williams

5

05 11 Howard Payne
06 45 Rupert Ashdown
07 37 Nic Strong
08 02 Adam Bagnall
09 35 Robert Gate

10

10 146 Tris Simpson
11 12 Neil Brown
12 68 Jon Wagstaff
13 61 Lawrence Alexander
14 14 Chris Baxter

15

15 06 Johan Denekamp
16 07 David Tomkinson
17 57 Mark Oldfield
18 28 Simon Baines
19 03 Pete Connell

20

20 20 Mark Leverett
21 121 Adrian Smith

Laps

25
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Lap 10 Lap 11 Lap 12 Lap 13

01 Will Leverett

C

02 Kevin Kivlochan

A

03

Jeremy Clark

C

04

Mark Leverett

C

05

Howard Payne

C

06 John Williams

B

07

Nic Strong

B

08

Adam Bagnall

A

09

Robert Gate

A

10

Chris Baxter

C

11

Tris Simpson

I

12

Johan Denekamp

I

13 Jon Wagstaff

D

14

Neil Brown

D

15

Lawrence Alexander D

16 David Tomkinson E

7

8

9

10

11

12

17

Mark Oldfield

D

18

Simon Baines

D

19

Pete Connell

D

DNF Adrian Smith

I

DNS Rupert Ashdown

I
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news

HAWAIIAN NIGHTS BBQ
OULTON PARK GOLD CUP – SATURDAY 24 AUGUST
With glorious weather at Oulton Park, 70s competitors enjoyed a
wonderful evening thanks to the amazing efforts of Jim & Cate Dean,
Anne Richardson and Alex Bage.
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RACE ENTRIES
COMPETITORS BY CLASS
27
12

35

26

12

EVENTS
CALENDAR 2019
27

20

22

CLASS A
CLASS B
CLASS C
CLASS D
CLASS E
INV

TOTAL COMPETITORS

11
10

10
09

8

22

08

06

15/16 JUNE 2x20MIN
CADWELL PARK WOLDS TROPHY

05
4

04
03

2

18/19 MAY 1x30MIN
SILVERSTONE INTERNATIONAL
01 JUNE 2x20MIN
SNETTERTON (70s & HRS)

07
6

30 MARCH 1x20MIN
DONINGTON PARK

29/30 JUNE 1x30MIN
BRANDS SUPER PRIX

02
01

0
DP

DP

SS

SIL

CP

CP

BH

BH

AS

ANG

CR

CR

70S ANNUAL DINNER
SATURDAY 07 MARCH 2020
The 70s Annual Dinner & Special Awards will again be held at
The Lambert Arms, Aston Rowant,
Oxfordshire OX49 5SB,
www.mercurethame.com
For those who haven’t been before previous dinners at the Lambert
Arms have been very sociable and enjoyable evenings and the
location of the Lambert Arms is quite central (unless you are traveling
up from Cornwall). Booking details will follow nearer the event but
please put the date in your diary: Saturday 07 March 2020

OP

OP

13/14 JULY 2x20MIN
ANGLESEY
03/04 AUGUST 2x20MIN
CROFT NOSTALGIA
24-26 AUGUST 1x30MIN
OULTON PARK GOLD CUP
21 SEPTEMBER 2x15MIN
BRANDS INDY
19/20 OCTOBER 1x25MIN
SILVERSTONE FINALS
*PROVISIONAL DATES & RACE DISTANCES
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SPECTATORS MARVEL AT THE SUPER HERO
PERFORMANCE OF 70S RACERS AT THE
CROFT RETRO & CLASSIC FESTIVAL
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